Know thyself
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What harsh
truths do you
prefer to
ignore?

Is free will real
or just an
illusion?

Where is the line
between art and
not art?

What does it
mean to live a
good life?

What should be
the goal of
humanity?

How long will
you be
remembered
after you die?

Will religion ever
become
obsolete?

Does hardship
make a person
stronger?

What benefits
does art provide
society?

What do you
attribute your
successes and
failures to?

Are there limits
to human
creativity?
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Where does your
self-worth come
from?
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By what
standards do
you judge
yourself?

Can human
nature be
changed?

With no laws to
influence your
behavior, how
do you think you
would behave?
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What would be
the most ethical
way to give away
5 million dollars?

Are people
ethically obliged
to improve
themselves?

Should there be
limitations on
the right to free
speech?

Why do humans
often associate
beauty with
morality?

How should we
measure the
productivity of
a society?

Does marriage
as an institution
need to be
updated or is it
fine how it is?

Should full
access to the
internet be a
fundamental
human right?

Should organ
donation be
made
compulsory?

How do we
know if we are
doing the right
thing?

Do you think
the end or the
means is more
important?

Do you think
human ethics
are learned or
natural?

Is what we
perceive reality
or just a
construct of
our minds?
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How much does
language affect
our thinking?

If you could
start a country
from scratch,
what would it
be like?

What is a fair
society?

How do you
know you are
not dreaming
right now?

What do you
contribute back
to society?

Why do we
judge ourselves
by our
intentions but
others by their
actions?

Would the world
be a better or
worse place if
everyone looked
the same?

Do the needs of
the many
outweigh the
needs of the
few?

Is one lifetime
enough time?

